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ABSTRACT
Pressure is considered negative if it is below the standard atmospheric pressure, i.e. one atmosphere (1 atm). Negative pressure could occur naturally in few occasions such as out space, but it also could be deliberately inducted for the use of human. One of these uses is for medical purposes. The history of negative pressure use in health and disease management draws back to the establishment of the Chinese traditional medicine and continued to develop till the contemporary medical advances. In this review, the author aimed to elaborate the history and advancement in the usage of negative pressure in health aspects and classify the different modalities of negative pressure incorporated in treatment management and clinical trials.
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INTRODUCTION
Negative Pressure
Pressure is defined as the strain exerted on certain sizable area by a defined power.\(^1\) It is usually measured by devices that depend on either fluid displacement techniques, or non-fluid techniques.\(^2\) Generally, Mercury is used in measurement of pressure is because of its high density (13.6 g per cubic centimeter), which allows the measurement of wide range of pressure in a shorter height of a tube. Pressure fluid equation is:

\[ P = \rho g h \]

where \((p)\) equals the fluid density per cubic millimeter, \((g)\) is the gravitational acceleration and \((h)\) is the height of the fluid in the measurement device. The measures of these fluid dependent techniques (manometric measures) are usually expressed in 'centimeter of water', or 'millimeter of mercury'. Other conventional units of pressure are Pascal; one newton per meter square, bar.\(^3\) The non-fluid techniques involve lot of examples. In medicine, they either use simple aneroid devices\(^4,5\) and electronic monitor devices (Table 1).\(^6\) Pressure as a force has no direction, but the forces related to it, such as gravity, could have a certain orientation. Pressure is supposed to have a positive value, but certain circumstances could give rise to a negative pressure, such as fluid in the pre-evaporation state, or when a flexible material is pulled against resistance in a vacuum space.\(^7\) This leads us to the concept of vacuum, which is, in a very concise definition, a pressure less than the atmospheric pressure.

A space which is empty of anything, cleared by mechanical forces, or put in a state of isolation, is also given the name vacuum.\(^8\) A perfect vacuum is of a zero atmospheric pressure and it is hard, if ever possible, to be achieved. Vacuum pressures ranges from low to extremely high,\(^9\) the lowest being just less than one atmosphere (1 atm) and the highest measurable vacuum could be less than (10\(^{-15}\) atm). Clearly, a higher vacuum means a lower pressure and vice versa. Mechanical uses of the vacuum utensils include the simple water pump, car engine turbo pump and the light bulb.

Respiratory system is a vital system in animals. It operates in a vacuum dependent manner, which starts when contraction of the diaphragm and intercostal muscles creates pressure difference between the intra-abdominal and intra-pleural cavities, the later being reduced remarkably. The air from outside, thereby, enters the lung cavity to initiate the cycle of respiration. Although the expiration is a relatively a passive process, unlike inspiration, the respiratory muscles are known as the vital pump.\(^10\) Closing the airway passages against inspiration will convert the lung cavity into a transient vacuum and the explanation here is very simple; the closed space which is pre-occupied with respiratory gases are now expanding without any increase in its volume, thereby the power exerted by the contained gases is now relatively lowered. Opening the air passages, nose and mouth, will restore the balance and resume the respiration.

The Effects of Negative Pressure on Tissues
The effects of negative pressure in living organisms had been studied extensively in the era of space. When the mammalian body is exposed to reduced pressure below 47 millimeter of mercury (mmHg),
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gas bubbles are formed in the circulating fluid.\textsuperscript{[11]} In the past, this condition, which was known as Ebullism, had led to fatalities, but now it seldom does because of the proper management.\textsuperscript{[11]} Ebullism was later explained by the Vacuum phenomenon;\textsuperscript{[22]} when the pressure in body cavities decreases, gases that were previously soluble in the solution will escape, causing ebullism. Skin could swell; visible small hemorrhages could appear in the eye and buccal mucosa.

The ebullism is also responsible of the decompression sickness (DCS) \textsuperscript{[13-15]} which occur to the astronauts who participate in space extra-vehicular activity (EVA).\textsuperscript{[13,16]} The common symptoms of DCS are joint and muscle pain, numbness and tingling and rarely skin swelling and itching. Few ebullism victims also suffered with suffocation and neurological manifestations such as memory loss, convulsions and visual disturbances.\textsuperscript{[15]}

According to the Tokumaru’s review (1997), DCS could be prevented by breathing pure oxygen before the EVA, developing a more efficient space suit and following the slow decompression and recompression protocol.\textsuperscript{[16]} Experiments on plants such as wheat, lettuce and radish had shown their ability to withstand a short period of decompression.\textsuperscript{[17]} After restoration to the normal pressure and gas concentration, these plants resumed growth without any apparent damage.\textsuperscript{[17]} Tardigrades have remarkable tolerance to the low pressure state. These eight legged micro-invertebrates had shown their resistance to the low pressure environment in experiments. The most accepted explanation for that is their ability to withstand severe thirst and radiation.\textsuperscript{[13,19]}

In this review, negative pressure was classified into two broad categories: continuous negative pressure and intermittent negative pressure. This classification highlights the most important physical difference and simplifies the flow of information in literature.

**Continuous Negative Pressure**

**Cupping**

The use of vacuum negative pressure in medicine goes back to the era of ancient Egyptians and Chinese empires when cupping was invented more than five thousand years ago.\textsuperscript{[20]} From Egypt, the technique of cupping spread into Europe through Greece,\textsuperscript{[21]} then it was well accepted and practiced by Arabs and Muslims and finally reached the Americans.\textsuperscript{[20]} Cupping is done by one of two methods: dry cupping and wet cupping.\textsuperscript{[20,22]} Both types cupping involves the placement of a suction tool into the skin of the patient, but in wet cupping, an incision or cut through the skin is performed to allow blood and fluids to drain. Dry cupping does not involve skin incision.\textsuperscript{[22]} Cupping had always been questionable concerning its validity and efficacy.\textsuperscript{[20,21,23]} but Cao et al. (2012) review supported the effectiveness of cupping in the treatment of acne, herpes zoster, cervical vertebra aches and facial palsy.\textsuperscript{[21]} Although cupping was used since its discovery in a very long list of diseases,\textsuperscript{[20]} its use as an adjuvant to conventional therapies is more effective, safe and acceptable.\textsuperscript{[20]} The possible mechanism by which cupping gives a result is still unclear. Some tribes believed that it clarifies souls from demons, other more reasonable theory suggest its role of relieving congestion,\textsuperscript{[20]} but removal of toxic waste and oxidative materials could be more convincing.\textsuperscript{[20,22]} In the past times, horns and hollowed bones were used for the sucking maneuver, which was operated by the healer’s mouth, but nowadays more advanced kits, made from glass, plastic, or silicone, are used with manual or automated suction devices.\textsuperscript{[23]} What could be taken against cupping, beside its uncertain efficacy, is the pain and scarring of the skin, particularly with wet cupping and the possibility of infection.\textsuperscript{[20,21]} Nowadays, cupping is widely promoted by alternative medicine consultants and gained a lot of acceptance in the modern world. It is a genuine part of the traditional Chinese medicine (TCM).\textsuperscript{[20,23]}

**Negative Pressure Wound Therapy**

Negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT) modality is done by imposing a negative pressure force in a wound with the aid of an automated suction device, exudates collection chamber and a dressing kit.\textsuperscript{[24]} The aim of this process is to drain the wound site, perform an isolated dressing and hopefully give rise to the complete closure of the wound.

Healing a wound through NPWT is known as the vacuum-assisted closure of wound (VAC).\textsuperscript{[25]} The vacuum process encourages wound healing and closure presumably by increasing local hemodynamic circulation and proliferation of blood vessels,\textsuperscript{[24,26,27]} isolating the skin area from bacteria,\textsuperscript{[24,27]} and stimulating cell regeneration.\textsuperscript{[24,27]} When compared to the optimum wound dressing, NPWT proved to be superior in effect and as safe as the most advanced modality of regular wound dressing.\textsuperscript{[25,28]}

NPWT is proved to be effective in the treatment of infected wounds,\textsuperscript{[29-31]} chronic wounds,\textsuperscript{[32,33]} diabetic wounds and ulcers,\textsuperscript{[34,35]} and it even accelerates the healing and prevent the complications in closed surgical wound.\textsuperscript{[36,37]} Some undesirable effects of the NPWT includes secondary infection, bleeding, pain and foreign body retention from the gauze.\textsuperscript{[24]} Despite the great results achieved by NPWT, still how it evokes healing and closure of wounds is uncertain.\textsuperscript{[29]}

**Vacuum Erection Devices**

Vacuum Erection Devices (VED) is a device using negative pressure to obtain and restore the erectile function of the penis.\textsuperscript{[38,39]} It is composed of a chamber that contains the penis. This chamber is converted to a negative pressure ambient environment by means of a suction pump. The suction causes the corpora of the penis to distend and be filled with blood. A ring is put on the penis root to prevent the backflow of the blood.\textsuperscript{[30]} VED had been used in erectile dysfunction in relation to diabetes mellitus (EDDM),\textsuperscript{[39]} and in patients who developed erectile dysfunction after prostatectomy operation.\textsuperscript{[39,40]} The device proved high efficacy in improving the erection and restoring the penile length, particularly when used with oral Phospho-diesterase inhibitors (PDEs).\textsuperscript{[38,39,41]}

**Other Uses of Continuous Negative Pressure in Medicine**

Vacuum is used for more than hundred and fifty years as an aid in the delivery of baby.\textsuperscript{[42]} Its use proved to be safer for the mother, than the forceps, but it could lead to newborn injury, particularly bleeding from retina and head injuries.\textsuperscript{[43]} In another area, a study done in average weight Japanese women showed that application of negative pressure externally into the nasopharynx, succeeded to reduce the chances of sleep apnea.\textsuperscript{[44]}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: History of negative pressure use in medicine.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continuous NP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000 B.C: Cupping therapy invention in TCM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850s : Vacuum-assisted baby delivery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990s : Fat reduction (liposuction).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000s : Sleep apnea management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erectile dysfunction management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum assisted closure of wounds (VAC).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010s : Negative pressure wound therapy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermittent NP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000s : Limb ischemia and diabetic foot management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphodema management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010s : Apoptosis studies on MSCs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apoptosis studies on cancer cells.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TCM: Traditional Chinese medicine; BC: Before Christ. NP: Negative pressure.
Negative pressure had been also used in nasal septum defect correction, as an alternative technique to stabilize the septum rather than the traditional packing.[43] with the negative pressure, the pain is minimal, the discomfort is less and breathing is normal post-operatively.[44] The process of lipid aspiration done in case of fat reduction (liposuction), or fat grafting, is also performed through negative pressure suction.[45,46] It is performed either by machine or if the amount of fat is small, by manual syringe suction.[47]

**Intermittent Negative Pressure**

Intermittent Negative Pressure (INP), as the name implies, the application of negative pressure to the living tissues in intervals. It was in practice in medical and biological trials in the last two decades (Table 2). Lindstedt *et al.* (2008) compared the direct use of continuous negative pressure versus INP on bovine hearts and concluded that both the techniques significantly increased the local circulation into the cardiac muscle.[48] Campisi *et al.* (2015) documented the beneficial role of INP as adjunct to lymphedema management.[49] Sundby *et al.* operated INP through an air tight chamber to the lower limbs of 23 healthy volunteers; the experiment resulted in increased circulatory flow into the feet of subjects.[50] Sundby *et al.* conducted an INP trial in 4 patients with chronic ulcers due to limb ischemia.[51] Within two months, three of the four patients tremendously improved and the fourth patient's ulcer was completely healed.[52] Sundby group used INP in short intervals; ten seconds negative pressure and seven seconds of normalized pressure and the legs of the patients and volunteers in the previous experiments, were placed in a shoe shaped polymer to isolate the foot.[53,54] Zhang *et al.* (2010) worked on mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and studied how INP could determine their offspring and velocity of division.[52] They applied INP at low magnitude for about half an hour; unexpectedly, cell division was inhibited, apoptosis (programmed cell death) was higher than usual and collagen-I was over-expressed.[52] Yang *et al.* (2014) operated a similar study on MSCs and concluded that cells shifted towards apoptosis, over-expressed type I collagen and alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and activated osteoblast formation.[54] Sun *et al.* (2017) studied the possible effect of INP in accelerating the healing on a post-operative anterior cruciate ligament in a rabbit.[54] The experiment showed accelerated osteogenesis and reduction in the inflammatory markers (TNF-α and IL-1β) in the group that underwent INP. Study supported that INP could promote the healing in the junction of bone and tendon.[54]

**Table 2: Important INP studies in human and animal tissues.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Study description</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Lindstedt <em>et al.</em></td>
<td>On the effects of continuous negative pressure vs. INP on bovine hearts</td>
<td>both significantly increased the local circulation into the cardiac muscle.[48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Zhang <em>et al.</em></td>
<td>They applied a half an hour INP of low magnitude to a cell culture of MSCs</td>
<td>cell division was inhibited, apoptosis was higher than usual and collagen-I was over-expressed.[52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Yang <em>et al.</em></td>
<td>They applied INP to cell culture of MSCs</td>
<td>Cells shifted toward apoptosis, over-expressed type I collagen and alkaline phosphatase and activated osteoblast formation.[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Yang <em>et al.</em></td>
<td>The effects of intermittent negative pressure on the cancer of pancreas</td>
<td>great percent of the cancer cells were shifted to apoptosis.[51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Campisi <em>et al.</em></td>
<td>The role of INP in lymphedema management.[46]</td>
<td>Increased circulatory flow into the feet of subjects.[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Sundby <em>et al.</em></td>
<td>Application of INP through an air tight chamber to the lower limbs of twenty three healthy volunteers</td>
<td>Three of the four patients tremendously improved.[51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Sundby <em>et al.</em></td>
<td>INP trial in four patients with chronic ulcers due to limb ischemia</td>
<td>Study support that INP could promote the healing in the junction of bone and tendon.[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Sun <em>et al.</em></td>
<td>The possible effect of INP in accelerating the healing on a post-operative anterior cruciate ligament in a rabbit.</td>
<td>INP at -25mmHg apparently increased the invasiveness of MDA-MB-231 triple negative breast cancer cells.[54]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INP: Intermittent negative pressure; MSCs: Mesenchymal stem cells.

**CONCLUSION**

Pressure is assumed to be negative if it is less than one atmosphere. This occurs naturally in the outer space, but it could be induced by vacuum pumps. Exposure of living tissues to negative pressure could lead to damage and creation of the ebullism and decompression sickness. Certain living organisms have high adaptability to negative pressure, such as Tardigrades and plants generally. The Chinese were the first to introduce negative pressure in the management of disease by the invention of cupping therapy. In the recent decades, more applications of negative pressure in health appeared, such as vacuum assisted delivery, liposuction, vacuum assisted closure of wound, sleep apnea management and erectile dysfunction management. The use of negative pressure of intermittent nature (INP) emerged in the last decade and is still under study. Its use had been mainly on trial for circulatory enhancement, particularly for diabetic patients. Since 2010, INP was used in the apoptosis studies on mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and cancer cells and the results showed discrepancy.
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ABBREVIATIONS

AIP: Enzyme alkaline phosphatase; ATM: Atmosphere; DCS: Decompression Sickness; EDMM: Erectile Dysfunction in Relation to Diabetes Mellitus; EVA: Extravehicular Activity; IL-1β: Interlukin 1 Beta; INP: Intermittent Negative Pressure; MSCs: Mesenchymal Stem Cells; NPWT: Negative Pressure Wound Therapy; PDEs: Phosphodiesterase Inhibitors; TCM: Traditional Chinese Medicine; TNF-α: Tumor Necrosis Factor alpha; VAC: Vacuum Assisted Closure of Wounds; VED: Vacuum Erection Device.
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